Cost:
Individual Rates:
$55…...for one parent
$80…...for husband & wife
Group Rates: (Minimum of 10 persons)

$50 for one parent
$75 for husband & wife
Registration/Payment Deadline:
October 15, 2021
Contact for registration:

Spring of Hope Office
Phone: 717.762.0234
Email: ofice@springofhopepa.com

Friday, October 29th

Session 1 & 2…………......6:00-9:00
Friday, November 5th
Session 3 & 4

………..6:00—9:00

This
Great Behavior
Breakdown

The
Great
Behavior
Breakdown

Introductory Training is
sponsored by:
Spring of Hope
Ministries

Two Day Seminar—
Friday, October 29th &
Friday, November 5th

Our Mission Statement:

We are a life-giving ministry designed to
bring hope and purpose to the community
at large for those in need. We seek to do
this by facilitating the process of restoring
broken relationships, hurting families and
healing of wounded lives through prayer
counseling ministry and Biblically-based
teaching.

Seminar Location:

We are committed to the task of restoring
broken relationships and bringing healing to
the hurting and wounded in the name of
Jesus Christ.

Spring of Hope Ministries

Spring of Hope Prayer Counseling Ministry
is led by a board of directors from several
churches and businesses in the region.

Phone: 717-762-0234

230 South Potomac Street,
Waynesboro, PA 17268
Email:
office@springofhopepa.com
Busi
ness

Great Behavior
Breakdown
Seminar
“When children exhibit disturbing or
difficult behaviors, we often feel at a loss.
We may seek professional help, but
when that doesn’t work, what do we do?
It can be very distressing, and many
parents end up feeling there’s no hope.
Families crumble under the pressure,
and relationships are damaged. But it
doesn’t have to be that way.
The
techniques you will read in this book—
”The Great Behavior Breakdown by Brian
Post”—have proven effective in 92.6% of
cases where a therapist or parent has
implemented them consistently for at
least two weeks.
Learn what America’s foremost behavior
expert, B. Bryan Post, has used to create
change and healing within the homes of
some of the most disturbed and difficult
children. You will obtain an in-depth
understanding of the root causes of 27 of
the most difficult behaviors that parents
encounter. You will also learn parenting
tools that are known to decrease these
behaviors. In this seminar you will also
develop, create and learn how to apply
interventions in to your situation
becoming empowered to know you can
make a powerful and positive difference
in the way your child sees the world. “

Lesson 1:
Core Concepts

 Principles
 Stress Model
 The 4 Levels of Memory

Lesson 2: Lying/ThreePhase Intervention
 Review: Core Concepts
 Formula for Ending Lying
 Intervention #1: Three-Phase

Intervention

Lesson 3:
Stealing/Containment





Review: Core Concepts
Review: Formula for Ending Lying
Stealing Defined
Intervention #2: Containment

Lesson 4: Defiance/
Feedback Loops

 Review: Core Principles
 Defiance Defined
 Intervention #3: Feedback Loop

System

Rhoda Lehman is a Prayer Counselor
at Spring of Hope. She ministers to
women, parents and their children
(birth to age 12) toward bringing
healing and wholeness into their lives.
She has worked with Spring of Hope
in Waynesboro, PA since 2002 under
the supervision and tutelage of Wayne
and Ruth Kuhns. Rhoda has been
trained in prayer counseling through
both the Basic and The Advanced
Elijah House Schools. She is widely
read in childhood issues, trauma,
attachment and healing. She has
attended workshops pertinent to her
work including Play Therapy and Beyond with Paul White and Attachment
& Trauma Multi-family Camp with
Bryan Post of “The Post Institute”.
Rhoda is a certified “Parent Coach”
with The Post Institute.
Rhoda, having reared three children is
now enjoying grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
Her experience of
adopting her first child (at 17 months)
has help shape her focus of ministry
to parents and their children. Her
heart is to see women,
parents and children
freed to reflect God’s
heart of love to each
other and to the world.

